Appendix A

LITERATURE REVIEW SEARCH TERMS:
Physical Activity Search Terms

CINAHL

Physical Activity

Measurement
(MH "Visual Analog Scaling") (MH "Validity") (MH "Treatment Outcomes") (MH "Test Taking") (MH "Surveys") (MH "Stability") (MH "Split-Half Correlations") (MH "Severity of Illness Indices") (MH "Sensitivity and Specificity") (MH "Scales") (MH "Questionnaires") or (MH "Structured Questionnaires") (MH "Psychometrics") (MH "Psychological Tests") (MH "Predictive Value of Tests") (MH "Predictive Validity") (MH "Precision") (MH "Personality Tests") (MH "Personality Assessment") (MH "Patient Assessment") (MH "Outcomes Research") (MH "Open-Ended Questionnaires") (MH "Multitrait-Multimethod") (MH "Measurement Issues and Assessments") or (MH "Outcome Assessment") (MH "Magnitude Estimation Scaling") (MH "Life Histories") (MH "Kuder-Richardson Coefficient") (MH "Known Groups") (MH "Item-Total Correlations") (MH "Item Analysis") (MH "Interviews") or (MH "Semi-Structured Interview") or (MH "Structured Interview") or (MH "Unstructured Interview") (MH "Interrater Reliability") or (MH "Reliability and Validity") or (MH "Reliability") or (MH "Intrarater Reliability") or (MH "Test-Retest Reliability") (MH "Internal Consistency") (MH "Instrument Validation") (MH "Instrument Scaling") (MH "Instrument Construction") (MH "Health Status Indicators") (MH "Forced Choice Scaling") (MH "Equivalence") (MH "Equal Appearing Interval Scaling") or (MH "Semantic Differential Scaling") or (MH "Summated Rating Scaling") (MH "Diaries") (MH "Diagnosis, Psychosocial") (MH "Data Collection Methods") (MH "Daily Logs") (MH "Cumulative Scaling") (MH "Criterion-Related Validity") (MH "Content Validity") (MH "Concurrent Validity") or (MH "Consensual Validity") or (MH "Construct Validity") or (MH "Discriminant Validity") or (MH "Face Validity") (MH "Coefficient Alpha") (MH "Clinical Assessment Tools") (MH "Checklists") (MH "Behavior Rating Scales") (MH "Attitude Measures")

Self Report
"subjective report""subjective recollection""subjective narrative""subjective assessment""subjective account" (MH "Self Report") "self recollection" "self presentation" "self perception") or (MH "Self Concept") "self narrative" "self monitoring" "self knowledge" "self inventory") or (MH "Self-Esteem Inventory") "self evaluation" "self estimate" (MH "Self Disclosure") (MH "Self Assessment") (MH "Self Diagnosis") "self analysis" "personal remembrances" "personal recollection" "personal narrative" "personal monitoring" "personal journal" "personal inventory" "personal evaluation" "personal estimate" "personal disclosure" "personal diary" "personal assessment" "personal account" "patient journal" "patient disclosure" "patient diary" "first person narrative") or (MH "Narratives")
HaPI

**Physical Activity**
- anaerobic threshold.mp.
- aerobics.mp.
- aerobic exercise.mp.
- activities of daily living.mp.
- athletic performance.mp.
- exercise.mp.
- exercise therapy.mp.
- motor activity.mp.
- flexibility.mp.
- fitness.mp.
- strength.mp.
- power.mp.
- body composition.mp
- energy expenditure.mp.
- metabolic equivalents.mp.
- oxygen cost.mp.
- movement.mp.
- physical education.mp.
  (physical education and training).mp.
- play.mp.
- recess.mp.
- racquet sports.mp.
- tennis.mp.
- racquetball.mp.
- athletic competition.mp.
- recreation.mp.
- skiing.mp.
- skating.mp.
- sports.mp.
- energy metabolism.mp.
- muscle strength.mp.
- oxygen consumption.mp.
- physical fitness.mp.
- leisure activities.mp.
- psychomotor performance.mp
- range of motion.mp.
- walking.mp.
- running.mp.
- swimming.mp.
- commuting.mp.
- team sports.mp.
- organized sports.mp
- baseball.mp
football.mp.
basketball.mp.
diving.mp.
gymnastics.mp.
dance.mp.
danc$.mp.
gym$.mp.
jogging.mp
physical condition$.mp.

**Measurement**
health status indicators.mp.
health surveys.mp.
Interview$.mp.
outcome assessment.mp.
personality assessment.mp.
personality inventory.mp.
personality tests.mp.
Predictive Value of Tests.mp.
Psychiatric Status Rating Scales.mp.
predictive value of tests.mp.
"predictive value of tests".mp.
psychiatric rating scales.mp.
Psychological Tests.mp.
Psychometrics.mp.
Q-Sort.mp.
Questionnaires.mp.
Self Assessment.mp.
Severity of Illness Index.mp.

**Self Report**
narration.mp.
narr$.mp.
patient diary.mp.
diary.mp.
disclosure.mp.
inventory.mp.
journal.mp.
personal assessment.mp.
personal disclosure.mp.
personal evaluation.mp.
personal inventory.mp.
personal recollection.mp.
personal report.mp.
sel$-assessment.mp.
sel$ disclosure.mp.
sel$ estimate.mp.
sel$ evaluation.mp.
sel$ inventory.mp.
sel$ monitoring.mp.
sel$ perception.mp.
self presentation.mp
subjective report.mp.

PsycInfo

Physical Activity
DE="active living" or "adaptive behavior" or "aerobic exercise" or "athletic participation" or "baseball" or "basketball" or "camping" or "child self care" or "daily activities" or "dance" or "exercise" or "football" or "grasping" or "judo" or "jumping" or "martial arts" or "physical activity" or "physical fitness" or "running" or "soccer" or "sports" or "swimming" or "tennis" or "walking" or "weightlifting" or "yoga" or "activity level" or "endurance" or "energy expenditure" or "locomotion" or "metabolic rates" or "motor coordination" or "motor performance" or "motor skills" or "physical agility" or "physical dexterity" or "physical endurance" or "physical fitness" or "physical mobility" or "physical strength"

Measurement
DE= "treatment outcomes" or "psychotherapeutic outcomes" or "treatment effectiveness evaluation" or "adaptive testing" or "attitude measurement" or "attitude measures" or "behavior analysis" or "behavioral assessment" or "client attitudes" or "computer assisted testing" or "consistency measurement" or "consumer surveys" or "content analysis" or "coping behavior" or "data collection" or "diagnosis" or "difficulty level test" or "emotional responses" or "evaluation" or "group testing" or "health screening" or "illness behavior" or "individual testing" or "interviews" or "inventories" or "item response theory" or "likert scales" or "magnitude estimation" or "mail surveys" or "multidimensional scaling" or "neuropsychological assessment" or "nonprojective personality measures" or "perceptual measures" or "personality measures" or "physical illness attitudes toward" or "posttesting" or "preference measures" or "pretesting" or "profiles measurement" or "psychiatric evaluation" or "psychodiagnostic interview" or "psychological assessment" or "questionnaires" or "rating" or "response bias" or "response set" or "response variability" or "responses" or "scaling testing" or "scoring testing" or "screening" or "screening tests" or "standard scores" or "standardized tests" or "structured clinical interview" or "subtests" or "surveys" or "symptom checklists" or "telephone surveys" or "test forms" or "test interpretation" or "test items" or "test norms" or "test reliability" or "test scores" or "test standardization" or "test validity" or "testing"

Self Report
DE="self report" or "self evaluation" or "self-administered" or "diary" or "self monitoring" or "patient diary" or "self account" or "patient account" or "self disclosure" or "patient disclosure" or "patient journal" or "self assessment" or "personal assessment" or "self analysis" or "self inventory" or "self perception" or "subjective account" or "subjective assessment" or "subjective disclosure" or "subjective inventory" or "subjective report"

MEDLINE

Physical Activity
exp Anaerobic Threshold/
exp "Activities of Daily Living"/
exp Athletic Performance/
exp Exercise/
exp Exercise Therapy/
exp Motor Activity/
exp Movement/
exp "Physical Education and Training"/
exp "Play and Playthings"/
exp Racquet Sports/
exp Recreation/
exp Snow Sports/
exp Sports/
exp Anaerobic Threshold/
exp Energy Metabolism/
exp Metabolic Equivalent/
exp Muscle Strength/
exp Oxygen Consumption/
exp Physical Fitness/
exp Leisure Activities/
exp Psychomotor Performance/
exp "Range of Motion, Articular"/

**Measurement**
exp Health Status Indicators/
exp Health Surveys/
exp Interview, Psychological/ or exp Interview/
exp "Outcome Assessment (Health Care)"/
exp Personality Assessment/ or exp Personality Inventory/ or exp Personality Tests/
exp Population Surveillance/
exp "Predictive Value of Tests"/
exp Psychiatric Status Rating Scales/
exp Psychological Tests/
exp Psychometrics/
exp Q-Sort/
exp Questionnaires/
exp "Self Assessment (Psychology)"/
exp "Severity of Illness Index"/

**Self Report**
exp Narration/ or first person narrative.mp.
patient account.mp.
patient diary.mp.
patient disclosure.mp.
patient inventory.mp.
patient journal.mp.
personal account.mp.
personal assessment.mp.
personal diary.mp.
personal disclosure.mp.
personal estimate.mp.
personal evaluation.mp.
personal inventory.mp.
personal journal.mp.
personal monitoring.mp.
personal narrative.mp.
personal recollection.mp.
personal remembrances.mp.
personal report.mp.
self account.mp.
self analysis.mp.
exp "Self Assessment (Psychology)"
exp Self Disclosure/
self estimate.mp.
self evaluation.mp.
self inventory.mp.
self monitoring.mp.
self narrative.mp.
self perception.mp.
self presentation.mp.
self recollection.mp.
self report.mp.
subjective account.mp.
subjective assessment.mp.
subjective inventory.mp.
subjective narrative.mp.
subjective recollection.mp.
subjective report.mp.